To The Mayor & Members of Council,

The purpose of this presentation is to request permission for two enhancements to the Sweets Creek Estates subdivision in Otterville. The first enhancement is the installation of stone gateways that would enhance the entrances to the second phase of the subdivision. We have provided a number of photographs of various styles of stone gateways. Should council approve gateways in principal, we would then proceed with a designer to design a model that would be acceptable to Council.

The second enhancement would be to the Canada Post mail boxes. If possible, we would like to place them on the edge of the storm water management pond with a type of covering, and if engineering allows, with a parking lane for added safety for homeowners. This would keep the mail boxes from being located in front of an individual’s home, adding esthetics to the subdivision itself, as well as enhancing safety for the homeowners picking up their mail. The photographs display the attractiveness of a pagoda style covering, and the unattractiveness of poorly placed mail boxes.

We look forward to working with Council to create a beautiful subdivision that will encourage families to call Norwich Township home.